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A b s t r a c t

The construction of the diagrams describing rarlous

processes in the four-particle ays«ems i s considered. It i s

show» that these diagrams, in particular the diagrams cor-

responding to the simple mechanisms often used In nuclear and

atomic reaction theory, are readily obtained from the Faddeer-

Xakuboreky equations* The oorariant four-dimensional formalism

of nonrelatitistio Feynman graphs and i t s connection to the

three-dimensional graph technique are briefly discussed.

Институт теоретической и экспериментальной физики, 1 9 6 3



1.

The diagram technique is the most successful theoretical method

for describing nuclear reactions at medium and high energy. To

deduoe graphs in nuclear reaction theory one can in principle

use the covariant four-dimensional formal!яд of nonrelativistic

Peynman graphs fi] . In this approach, momentum and energy are

conserved in each Tertex, but the particles in the intermediate

state are off the mass shell. An alternative approach is to use

graphs of the old-fashioned three-dimensional perturbation

theory, in which, the particles in the intermediate state are

on the mass shell and momentum (but not energy) is conserved

at each vertex. It is known that for scattering in a three-body

system a Feynnan graph series coincides with that obtained by

iteration of the Faddeev equations, no problems associated with

double counting then arising. Moreover, the method of summation

of nonrelativistic Peynman graphs can be used to devive integral

equations in a three-body system £2] . However, already for the

number of particles n ̂  4 theze is no one-to-one correspondence

between four-dimensional Peynman graphs and three-dimensional

graphs of the non-relativistic scattering theory.

Another difficulty that first arises in a four-body system

is the problem of double counting. Consider, for example, a

graph of the two-particle transfer (Fig.a). It is usually

Pig. a
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assumed that the vertex /Q^> that describes the decay of a

bound eyetem a, into free partioles i s expressed in terms

of the wave function V& for the bound state

«here B- i s the binding energy, H ^ i s the kinetic-energy

operator of the system Л • If one followB this prescription,

then for the amplitude of Tig.a one should «rite

«here 6O i s the four-body free Green function. However, this

expression leads to doable counting.

To ascertain this, i t suffices to «rite do«n the Faddeev

decoaposition at vertices into components,

and analogous decomposition for < Г̂ ,_ | and to bear in uind

that, according to the Paddeev equations,

«here T^ are the two-body Ф-natrices. Therefore the anqplitude

Pa contains the term < /G 0 T a 5 G 0 7^<? 0 / > in wixich the

amplitude 7 1 , i s counted twice.

Thus, one should be cautious when using diagrams ia many-

body systems. She problem of double counting can be avoided
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however if the diagrams are constructed as expansions of exact

scattering integral equations. The purpose of the present paper

is to describe such a construction for four-particle systems.

Specifically., use is made of the Faddeev-Yakubovsky equations

[З, A] . We shall confine here our consideration to simple

examples of the graphs that are often used in describing

nuclear reactions. From these examples, described in Sect.2-4,

it «ill be clear how the arbitrary term of a diagram expansion

should be constructed. Sect.5 briefly discusses the covariant

formalism.

2.

Consider for definiteness reactions in which the in i t ia l state

contains a bound system of three particles. The Faddeev-Yaku-

bovsky equations may be written in a symbolic shorthand as a

set of the operator equations

A • MGo%0-S.Л «• MGOA
(13

в = NG0M

He .-a A and В are the four-body operators which contain the seme

primary energy singularities (poles) associated with the chosen

in i t ia l state, И are the three-body operators,and N are the

scattering blocks for subsystems 2+2. The ti ldes denote the

connected parts of the three-body op&rators, from which the pair

T-matrix has been subtracted, wMt-T* The factor 4-04с means

that the free term in the equation for к vanishes i f the ini-

t ia l and final states coincide. In eq.("!) Indices classifying

the operators have not been written out, i t i s assumed that
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the emanation over these indices is in accordance with the

PaddeeT-YakuboTaky rules. Iteration of eqe.(1) yields

A * = MGOM6OM , oo,

(2)

A * - MGoM6oM6oM + MGoHGvNGoM + M6oA/6<,MGoM,

В * - NG0MGoMGoM + Ы'6*М6С*$,М,
etc

Iteration In (2) 'is over the powers of operators И and I, these

operators themselves containing infinite number of the two-body

T-matrlees* Рог example

Our task is to rearrange eqe.(2) so that the iteration would be

over the powers of tbe two-body T-matricee. In so doing* we

shall successively obtain amplitudes with 1- or 2-particle

transfer, lapulae approxinatlon amplitudeв, texas with double

rese&tterlng, etc* we recall that the scattering aaplitodee are

obtained from the various tezas in eqs.(2) if both in the left-

most and rightmost operators one separates the pole singulari-

ties associated with different asymptotic configurations In

initial and final states and takes the residues at these poles.
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The residue at the elastic (rearrangement) pole coincides with

the corresponding emplitud*», apart from a multiplicative factor

describing the bound cluster. Рог example, to the operator

there corresponds the amplitude

Consider first scattering: with rearrangement,

1+(234) *•» 4+(123)» where the numbers of particles forming a

bound system are given in parentheses. The simplest amplitude

for this reaction corresponds to the two-paxticle transfer and

i s contained in A™ . Using the Peddeev-Yakuborsky rales» we

find

F - <Г?.*Г" 1в.\Г~

1* f irst glance i t seems that the Iteration serlec (2)

does not contain other terms corresponding to the two-particle

transfer because a l l the remaining terms contain between bra-

and ket- states at least one T-aatrix* In faot, this i s not so.

к specific feature of the *adde«y-Yakubovaky equations i s that

the two-body T-matrix In those operators И aad V which are not

the leftmost and rightmost ones in eqe.(2) can be eliminated

i f the faddeer equations for a tbree-pertAcle system (or for a

system 2+2) are used* Va shall show how this ваг* Ъ« dona in

the case under consideration*
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Let us replace in Â  ' the operators GOM6O and

G 7*G » tben we obtain an expression of the form

where the indices of part ic les are written out expl ici t ly .

Terms obtained from MGOMGOM &re underlined once, those

obtained from MGONGQM • "twice. Using the Faddeev equations

< г г 1 в г г "

obtain for the contribution to P^

the complete expression tor the two-body transfer ampli-

tude has the form

This expression does тюх contain double counting» I t can be

easily seen that, in spite of the apparent nonsymmetry, the

amplitude p ^ is symmetrical under the permutation of the ini-

t ial and final states.
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In a similar fashion, one can treat the impulse approximation

amplitude К , Fig. b). let the Initial and i'nal states

Pig. b

contain the bound system (123)* To obtain F«

place the operators GOM6O and

one should re-

in A ^ by

O Q
O
 • Having perfozmed simple algebraic manipulations

with the use of the Faddeev equations, we obtain

. (8)

Terms of exactly the same structure are contained in A^'. Their

total number is equal to 16. We shall write them out symbolical-

ly, marking by arrows those substitutions for the operators И

and В which should be done to obtain F.

* ft)
A -»

(9)

i
T

T T

T T
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Simplifying these iexae by using the Faddeev equations, we find

The total amplitude becomes

We have obtained the standard formula of the impulse approxima-

tion.

4.

The quasi-free scattering graph, shown in Pig.c), furnishes en

Pig. с

instructive example. To obtain the amplitude corresponding to

that graph we consider the operators HGQM and Af6oftf and

substitute the two-body T-matrlx for H and H, the three-body

vertex arising out of K. As a result, we have

0 2 )



(13)

Together eqe.(12),(13) yield the usual expression for the quasi-

free scattering amplitude

(14)

where / ^ ^ bee been substituted for

The expreaaion for the quasi-free scattering amplitude can*

however, be supplemented i f the connected parts of the operators

V, omitted in (12), are taken into account. This leads to the

expression

where we have denoted H = H * -t- H** •> fb being a pair

complementary to * . Terma of exactly the same atruoture can

be found ir. the tern MGOMGQM , in which only the two-body

T-matrlces should be retained in the diagonal operators H. Then
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where equation Ы G
o
7e, = H

p
 baa been used. Thus, in

addition to P. in eg, (14), we obtain the amplitude

F
c
 = ( Г Л

In order to clarify the physical meaning of this amplitude

let us write out the explicit solution for the half-shell ampli-

tudes N » bet r ^ and L be the 3-dlmensional relative mo-

menta in the subsystems об and ft and let us put SB* *_,'*'*«?'*" •

Straightforward calculations presented in the Appendix show that

the expression (18} indeed sat isf ies the equation

Sf * - T^GoT^ • ̂ G o T ^ . (1S)

Substituting (18) into (17) we conclude that the amplitude

can be depicted by the graph similar to that of Plg.c). Both F.

о

and H' can be united if we introduce the vertex function

' We omit In eq.(18) the trivial dependence of N on the mo-
mentum of the relative action of subsystems <* and jb .To
simplify the formulae we put Zp^^ » 2j%**1 , JlL^ and yto
being the corresponding reduced masses.
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p

lit
which Is expressed in terns of the overlap integral

(20)

«here

Therefore the sum of the amplitudes F*o and F c can be expres-

sed by the sum of graphs of the fora

which differ by the permutation of particles in the final state.

These graphs are the most general ones describing quasi-free

scattering for reaction under study. We nott that the overlap

integral (20) arises naturally if we treat the quasi-free»

scattering diagram as a four-dimensional one and use for i t s

calculation the coTariant formalism of the nonrelativistic

Teynman graphs . In this case both approaches yield identical

results.

' V.Y.Solovyev, private communication.
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The examples we hav» examined axe sufficient to il lustrate

bow one should proceed in the general ease* We conclude our

discussion of three-dimensional graphs with the following two

remarks*

1) In deriving expression* for amplitudes, we resorted

every tine to the ваше procedure: with the n-th iteration of

eqs.(2) we considered some of the terms contained in the (n+1)-

th iteration and, using the Faddeev equations, showed that the

latter had the same structure as the terms arising from the

n-th iteration. This procedure can be performed fron the outset

in the in i t ia l Paddeev-Yakubovsky equations to yield equations

derived in a different way in ref. [ 5 ] • The latter equations

could be used from the very beginning, in this case, the ampli-

tude corresponding to a given graph would be contained In one

and only one iteration of these equations* Our choice of the

Faddeev»Yakubovsky equations to consider i s partly didactic,

aiming at emphasizing a number of subtle points inherent in them.

2) The Paddeev-YakUDovsky equations allow an independent

diagram interpretation in terms of scattering amplitudes for

quasi- particles. Such an interpretation based on the use of the

separable expansion technique i s described in detail in a review

[6] .

5.

In conclusion, we would Ilk» to make a few remarks concerning

the use of eovariant formalism. In ref. £7] • the covarlant

vertex function Г * for the decay of the bound state

•* 1+2+3 has been defined:
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пъ «s 1гъ

Unlike the 3-dimensional component ' i2, , the ' depends

» fly > к Р a^'i *4*

л and ̂ ^ are the relative momentum and the energy 112

the subsystem ol/ , •jb0{( i s the momentum of the subsystem °6 a

a whole in the rest frame of the bound s ta te . The total vertex

P li- depends on five invariants, because, in view of energy
lib

conservation, the quantities 0i
17L
 , IO

S1
 and Ь0

г5
 are linearly

dependent. One can easily check that if the к- -th particle is

on the mass shell, O}-- * e
f 2 a

- ^-F^V/MV , then Г V coin-

cides with the component Г *<) of the three-dimensional vertex

function. Ihus Г„_ always differs from P , coinciding with

the latter only at the (unphysical) point v/here all the three

particles are on the mass shell. Therefore, one and the same

graph expressed in terms of P 'от Р yields, generally speed-

ing, different results. For example, for diagram a) in the co-

variant form we have, instead of (7), an analogous expression

with the substitution

It can be easily seen that in the terms containing the product

< P < & \ . . . \ P Q J > the energy integral is removed by

taking a residue at the pole of the propagator of the particle

A , whereupon p^0^ changes to P . However, for the terms

7 and < I 1 a 5 (•••/r^a4 ?• singula-
5

*' Рог sinrplicity we assume that all the particles have the
same fiass m.
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ri t ies of the integrand occur In different half-planea of the

complex energy plane, accordingly! these terms can no longer be

expressed in terms of the three-dimensional ver+ices. Hence, the

graph of Pig. a), treated as a four-diaensional one, has more

general meaning than the corresponding three-dimensional graph.

In particular, this graph contains all grapha that can be sepa-

rated into two disconnected parts by cutting two lines corres-

ponding to the transferred particles. It .includes, ia particular,

the graph

containing normal thresholds. Singularities corresponding to

these thresholds are just contained in the terms

wherea3 the three-dimensional amplitude F^ in eq.(7) depends

solely on the Mandelstam variable It, and has no such singula-

r i t ies .

Notice also that the order of succession in time of inter-

actions in various independent subsystems is inessential for the

four-dimensional graphs. Therefore, these graphs do not contain

at all blocks of the type
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'Three-dimensional diagrams may contain such blocks, for example,

for the graph of Pig. b) the noncovariant amplitude uncluden

the term T ^ GQ T^A GO TfZ » s e e ^ ' О " 1 ) - Т 1 а е covr.riant amp-

litude for this graph contains, instead of the product

<Г«з! . . .1ГМ> . a «truncated" product < Г g f / Г ^

and in general differs from F̂  in eq.(11). Both expressions

coincide only in the case when the amplitudes of interaction of

the incident particle with the target particles are taken in the

Born approximation. In this сазе both the covariant and non-

covariant techniques lead to the standard 3orn approximation

We are grateful for conversations with Yu.A.Simonov and

0.A.Yakubovsky.
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АРШГО1Х

Let us show that the expressions (18) are the solution of

the set (19) for 2f« «„, +к/ь+'ЬО • To this end, we calcu-

late the matrix element < Г ^ ^ / H^JQ^OOT^Cx)! C*£> i n t n e

right-hand side of (19). Substituting N? in the form (18),

we obtain an expression of the form

where ЯГ, i к*+401 %**'%-*& • Tbe integral in (АИ) may

be written as the matrix element of the operator

where 9o*o i s t Q e '^^e Green function for the subsystem aC •

Using the Hilbert identity [в] , one can rewrite this operator

in the form

a.2)

7e now substitute (A.2) In (A.1) and remember that "̂̂ f" *»

It can be seen that the term with T^O*,) yields # " , while

the term with T^ (хл) exactly cancels TIGQT^ in eq.

(19)* Thus equation (19) has been verified. We also note that on

the energy shell ST« *M¥k*+<iQ *£*' + ££+iO the sun of the

amplitudes /V -t-Лг./ i s equal to
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in accordance with the expression obtained from the factoriza-

tion condition for the S-matrix»
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